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Mansfield Paper Increases Productivity with Omnitracs Roadnet
The last mile in the distribution business is key to any company’s success, especially in the paper industry. This holds true for 
Mansfield Paper in West Springfield, Massachusetts, an independently owned and operated foodservice, disposable goods 
and janitorial supply distributor. Mansfield Paper services more than 3500 customers throughout Southern New England and 
New York from their 130,000 square foot distribution facility. Their customers include restaurants, schools, hospitals, hotels, 
institutions, malls, nursing homes and colleges. 

Manually routing 18 drivers and sorting though 300 invoices per day was a very cumbersome and time-consuming activity. 
Not only was this a tedious process that often took up to 4 hours per day but the dispatcher was even coming in to route on 
his days off. Although the dispatcher had his process of routing down to a science, Mansfield Paper had no back up router 
available. This is when Scott Parent, President of Mansfield Paper, decided to explore Omnitracs Roadnet Technologies’ 
Roadnet® routing and scheduling software.

When Scott began exploring software packages, there was immediate hesitation from upper management and the dispatcher. 
Scott explained, “Even though the dispatcher was doing an unbelievable job with his resources, I believed that software 
would take our company to the next level, bringing us into the 21st century of routing.” He explained that it would automate 
Mansfield Paper’s routing process and allow for more than one user to operate the software efficiently.

The dispatcher is not only happy with Roadnet, he said, “it would be crazy to go back to the old way of routing.”  

Scott has seen significant results since implementing Roadnet:  

• 50% reduction in routing time

• 10% reduction in routes

• Overall savings in transportation expenses 

• Reduced wear and tear on leased vehicles

• New drivers are comfortable because of Roadnet driver directions
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“Even though the dispatcher was doing an unbelievable job with his resources,

I believed that the software would take our company to the next level.” 
— Scott Parent 

President 
Mansfield Paper
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The Omnitracs Alliance Program facilitates integration of 
Omnitracs solutions with other leading companies that 
provide complementary technologies and services. This 
program taps into the power of integration in order to 
best meet the needs of our shared customers. 
 
We offer Omnitracs Professional Services to all sizes of 
fleets to help you utilize our applications and our partners’ 
applications in the most efficient way. Our assessment, 
integration, custom development and programming, 
training, business intelligence, and predictive modeling 
services deliver practical solutions. This critical information 
increases your productivity and efficiency, so you can both 
grow and differentiate your business. 
 
The Omnitracs Services Portal provides access to a suite 
of web-based fleet management applications, including 
satellite mapping. Data from the Services Portal can be 
integrated into your existing enterprise systems.

Getting More from Your Technology Investment
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About Omnitracs, LLC

Omnitracs, LLC is a global pioneer of fleet management, 
routing and predictive analytics solutions for private 
and for-hire fleets. Omnitracs’ nearly 1,000 employees 
deliver software-as-a-service-based solutions to help 
more than 50,000 private and for-hire fleet customers 
manage nearly 1,500,000 mobile assets in more than 70 
countries. The company pioneered the use of commercial 
vehicle telematics over 25 years ago and serves today 
as a powerhouse of innovative, intuitive technologies.  
Omnitracs transforms the transportation industry through 
technology and insight, featuring best-in-class solutions 
for compliance, safety and security, productivity, telematics 
and tracking, transportation management (TMS), planning 
and delivery, data and analytics, and professional services. 

MANSFIELD PAPER

Location 
West Springfield, MA

Industry 
Paper

Service Area 
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, 
Rhode Island, New York

Vehicles 
18 trucks

Solutions 
Roadnet®

Results

• 50% reduction in routing time

• 10% reduction in routes

• Decreased transportation expenses

• Reduced wear and tear on leased vehicles

Quick Facts

“I would highly recommend any company to look at Omnitracs 
Roadnet Technologies as their transportation management 
software provider,” Scott added. “To those companies who are 
still routing by hand, and sorting invoices, I would invite them 
to start evaluating their organization like we did and examine 
how an automated routing software system can help their 
business grow.”

“Roadnet is user friendly; almost anyone in the organization 
can use it. And as far as Roadnet Technologies technical 
support, I can’t remember the last time we needed support, 
but I do remember how professional the staff was and how 
they serviced our needs.”

Omnitracs Roadnet Technologies will continue to support 
Mansfield Paper’s organizational goals in minimizing their 
bottom line, as well as keeping customer service at the 
forefront of their business.


